Foundations and applications of the Economy for the Common Good
(ECG)1
1. Principles
The central theme of the ECG („Gemeinwohl-Ökonomie“) is that „The Economy for the Common
Good establishes an ethical model of the economy. Primary goal of all economic activity is the good
of the people and the environment.“ (Felber 2012).
The ECG movement was initiated on October 6th, 2010 in Vienna by several Attac businesses. The
impetus was the 2007/08 global financial crisis and the view that this crisis emerged as a
consequence of the present neo-liberal economic thinking with its focus on profit maximization and
the principle of competition (Felber 2012: 18). 2
The objective of the ECG is to initiate a new economic order, which enables businesses to operate in a
swift and practical manner under the overall goal to work toward the common good. The foundation
for this re-orientation is the transformation of the profit maximization principle into the common good
orientation, as well as the transformation of the principle of competition into a principle of
cooperation that includes the establishment of associations for the common good.3
The re-orientation in terms of a reform of the economy‘s incentive framework conditions is viewed
both with respect to the individual as well as with respect to the overall incentive structure. As far as
the individual is concerned, the ECG adopts Aristotele’s view of the „well-being“ (Eudaimonie).4 This
implies that that an individual’s ability and fortune of living well in happiness in accordance with the
fundamental principles of philosophical ethics is in line with Aristotele’s view of virtuous activities or
activities of the rational part of the soul that are in accordance with virtue.5
Aristoteles developed hereby a consistent system of virtues both theoretically as well as in practical
terms, as it relates to human action, since his view of virtues rests on the fundamental understanding
that human activity needs to actualize the virtues. 6 This focus on human action has been further
developed by Friedrich Schiller. Schiller considers how the self-educated mind develops a mental
center as a mental sphere in human consciousness that playfully enables an esthetic freedom of mind.
In Schiller’s view, it is through this esthetic freedom that the human mind can achieve a balance
between pure focus on material ends, such as the sole strife for profitability, and a pure focus on
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rational-logical considerations (strife for form), such as the rationally-driven necessity for
competition.7
Starting with the objective to change the overall incentive structure that underlies the neo-liberal
economic thinking, the founders of the ECG focused subsequently on identifying those values that
should in the future become the lead values according to which the common good orientation is to be
achieved in businesses. It was viewed that those values could be chosen from the set of values that
underlie almost all democratic constitutions across the globe, namely human dignity, solidarity,
ecological sustainability, justice and democracy (transparency and the right to participate).
In the ECG, those values are considered to enable the sequential and systematic adjustment of the
current neo-liberal economic system, which is built upon the loss of values (dignity), the ecological
destruction, the disregard of participatory democratic structures, the neglect of fundamental human
needs, injustice etc. (Felber, 2012: pp 30), toward the value system underlying the common good
economy.
The ECG assumes that developing the values in principle and as well as developing them in businesses
in practice is a process that requires transparency and problem-focus. It may be that the so-called
‚economic values‘and the inherent predisposition for negative values such as egocentrism are in effect
showing a much stronger impact in reality (in Aristotele’s words, in actu) compared to the potential
positive value orientation (in Aristotele’s words, in potenia). The consequence is thus that we may
have to re-learn such a positive value orientation.
Taking this into account, the ECG has developed a structural instrument (matrix) around five core
values. This Common Good Matrix aims to help people in businesses to take the common good path
and in doing so to find their own fulfillment through their tasks. In light of the focus on sharing and
distributing values and interests, interest groups matter. Therefore, Felber introduces the notion of
‚succeeding relationships‘ („gelingenden Beziehungen“) as it applies to succeeding communities that
achieve their relationships to be in accordance to the common good values.
In particular, Felber argues that if we let interpersonal and ecological relationships succeed and thus
develop, this could lead to a new meaning of performance and economic success.8 As a consequence,
he puts forward that a new economy could emerge, a new economy of connectedness that could
prove an alternative to an economy of separation.9
The five core values of the Common Good Matrix as they were developed by the ECG development
team are built upon 17 ‚indicators‘ which themselves are based on a total of 56 sub-indicators that
together aim to provide a holistic view of a business’s current common good path, thereby going
beyond the single focus on corporate social responsibility measures. Each indicator can be achieved in
terms of four development steps: first steps, advanced, experienced and excellent (Felber 2012: 40).
All values, indicators and sub-indicators are put into the context of the relationships with stakeholder
groups, such as suppliers, investors, employees as well as including business owners, customers,
business partners and the social environment (see matrix below).10
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Each indicator receives a certain number of points, providing the basis for an assessment that thereby
strives to increase the objective nature of the assessment. The Common Good Matrix functions thus to
measure the extent of the orientation of businesses toward the common good. 11 This orientation is
measured through a combination of self-assessment (balance sheet), peer-evaluation (provided by
multiple businesses) and external audit (which includes an assessment report and a certification).12
The assessment process starts from level zero, which typically reflects legally accepted minimum
standards that include common good and thus sustainability standards. A number of negative criteria
have been identified below this threshold, such as the failure to comply with international labor
standards (ILO), hostile takeovers, blocking patent trolls, dumping prices etc., which lead to point
deductions. The common good status of a business above this zero-threshold at the point of
assessment is identified and characterized by a number of positive criteria which thus generate
positive points.
Taking the results from the budgeting and auditing procedure into account, the business conducts a
self-assessment on a scale from minus 2950 to plus 1000 points. The results are also converted into a
color scheme and a spider chart (see Figure 1 and 2 below).
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Ideally, the company management takes these results and develops a strategic plan jointly with its
employees in a participatory manner. This plan details of how the common good characterization of
the company could be improved in the future. Finally, the company should publish the results of the
auditing process on its homepage.
The overall goal of all economic activity under the common good orientation is a meaningful
contribution to the entire development of society. Meaningful, in this context, refers to the
Handbook of the Economy of the Common Good, and means that the production and delivery of
goods and services should be done in accordance with satisficing basic human needs. Furthermore,
meaningful with respect to producing and delivering goods and services refers to their appropriate
and thus moderate use (“sufficiency”) by the consumer (GWO-Handbook: 101, 141). The notion of
contribution to the entire development of society is understood in terms of each company’s
obligation to fulfill its social responsibility and in terms of each company’s ability to make an
appropriate contribution to society as a whole within its means. This is to be done so as to increase
the ability of society as a whole and the ability of the respective community in which the company
operates, to increase the development opportunities of individuals within society (GWO-Handbook:
149).13At present, there are about 200 companies in Germany, Spain and Austria that have been
assessed and audited voluntarily, and fulfill the common good matrix criteria. However, Felber
argues to change this: „The more points a company achieves under the common good framework,
the more legal advantages it should obtain from the regulator. It should be in the very conservative
spirit of justice in performance-orientation: If you do more for society, you should be compensated
by society. Today, we already have appropriate incentive mechanisms; it is only required to provide
performance incentives appropriately under the common good orientation, for example: a lower
value-added-tax (0 to 100 percent), a lower import-tax rate (0 to 1000 percent), more favorable loan
conditions, advantages for purchases by the general public and for public procurement contracts,
advantages for research cooperation with public research institutions as well as direct public
subsidies“ (Felber 2012: 47).
Since businesses which work under the common good framework can typically be expected to
operate under higher costs, Felber envisages with the above propositions that these higher costs can
be compensated for through the above incentives and the provision of advantages. Furthermore,
Felber envisages that other actors will subsequently also jump on the bandwagon of the common
good economy, such as suppliers to common good companies, banks as well as end-customers as
they are increasingly orienting themselves toward common good criteria.
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2. Two Company short case studies

a) Life Food (brandnames Taifun and Tukan), Freiburg i. Breisgau, Germany

The company was established in 1987 as a manufacturer of high quality organic tofu products. Today,
LifeFood is the largest producer of this kind in Europe (www.taifun-tofu.de). The company employs
about 230 employees and is 100% owned by a company foundation. The equitiy ratio is 40%.
The following sections deal primarily with the process of creating a balance sheet, which was
inquired through the audit process itself and via a Skype interview with Managing Director Alfons
Graf. According to the auditing process, Life Food has achieved 575 points from the scale of minus
2950 to plus 1000 points (http://www.taifun-tofu.de/de/zertifizierungen). The initial idea to engage
with the concept of the Economy for the Common Good (ECG) goes back to the founder of Life
Foods, Mr. Wolfgang Heck.
„Mr. Heck had been reading something about the Economy for the Common Good, and thus set the
first impulse. As a result, the company management then dealt more intensively with this topic and
was able to discover a number of ECG principles in Life Food. This has led the company management
to attend an event in which Christian Felber gave a lecture. And it was in this context that we were
also striving to connect directly with Mr. Felber, which has succeeded in spite of his tightly knit
schedule.“ (Alfons Graf, Managing Director).
This sequence of how principles of the ECG are picked up by and incorporated into a company is
typical for other companies, too. Christian Felber's lectures, TV appearances (especially those on
Austrian TV), are the first entrance to the ECG for many company managers. For Life Food, the next
question arose: „What does this now mean for us? For our company, not all things associated with
the ECG have been comprehensible. How do you get managers and employees connected with the
topic?“
Question: „When you look back and think of Christian Felber (…), what has been an absolute
highlight from among his statements that led you to say: wow, this is something that we can
implement very well in our company.“ (Volker Jäger).
„This picture relating to the change of the incentive system (point 1), emphasizing that money is not
the measure of all things, but merely a means. Further, the fact that the employees and the

relationships are very much at the center of things. And besides, the role of balance and
sustainability was also an important aspect for us.“ (Alfons Graf).
Subsequently, Alfons Graf took over the project management as a "torchbearer" of the ECG ideas
during the company's accounting efforts. A project group was formed from all hierarchical levels and
from all areas of business with almost 20 employees. These were initially trained in the ECG topic and
then asked to interrogate all indicators and subindicators in interviews with the help of a ECG
consultant from the regional group Freiburg.
The most central aspects of the accounting process were as following:
First, the enormous interest of the employees, who could identify themselves with the ECG without
having to go through this process top-down. During the audit (August 2016), the enthusiasm of the
employees was very visible in each sequence.
„Many employees were able to connect with the topic and wanted to contribute to putting it into
practice. And then this thought: we illuminate ourselves where we stand as a company. To achieve
the highest possible score was not the real focus for us.“
Much of what is required by the ECG-Matrix has been a long-established philosophy and practice of
LifeFood. Yet up to this point, it had never been made explicit and systematic, and we were therefore
only implicitly aware of these common good economy qualities.
"As we were going through the accounting process, one got the feeling that a certain awareness
about the qualities of the common good economy as they are relevant to us affect us much deeper
and wider. Those groups who conducted the interviews became once again aware of the
connectedness of the issues at hand (…). So, this impetus for connectedness trickled down to each
individual employee."
Second, the systematic accounting and auditing provides the basis for "distilling priorities" through
suggestions and recommendations. In which areas do we want to change, improve? And then follow
up on the topics consistently. There would be, for example, the issue of employee participation,
where we have performed less well. "
The issue of employee participation arose from an employee survey and then more intensively
during the accounting process. This issue concerns indicator C5 of the CGE-matrix (internal
democracy and transparency) whose subindicator C5.4 calls on employees to be given the right to
participate in providing legitimacy to company executives, the right for co-determination in principle
and in framework decisions and co-ownership. In this area (C5.4.), the company has committed itself
to setting the course for the next two years in order to achieve the necessary progress.
There were two other highlights of the accounting and auditing process:
First, Life Food is exemplary in A1 of the ECG-Matrix (Ethical Procurement Management). The
purpose of this indicator is to answer the question of how the value-chain is designed in accordance
with ECG principles. At LifeFood, this concerns the handling of producers, i.e. supporting them in
production, development, consulting, which even includes the bearing of harvest risk. For example,
in an exceptional year with great drought, the farmers were proactively paid a water penny, which
compensated in part for the extra costs of irrigation14. The internal agricultural center of Life Food for
soybean cultivation and development (LZ Soja) is responsible for the cultivation of soybeans and for
the development of the most important varieties of raw material. As part of an innovative research
project together with the University of Hohenheim, 2400 hobby gardeners across Germany were able
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to test new soy varieties, which are particularly suitable for colder regions. Employees of the LZ Soja
have been responsible for consulting with the hobby gardeners.
With respect to E1 of the ECG-Matrix (which refers to the meaning and social impact of the products
/ services), the organically produced tofu covers the basic human needs for healthy nutrition, while it
also serves the earth with correspondingly low emissions, in particular with regard to the meat
industry. The ecological footprint for the same amount of tofu is 0.7 kg CO2 compared to 13.3 kg CO2
of beef production. This corresponds to a saving of almost 95% climate-damaging greenhouse
effects.
LifeFood also supports an organic soil cooperative, which has set itself the task of buying up
agricultural land across Germany and leasing it as an organic cultivation area to organic farms.

As a result of ist activities, Life Food has received the award of being a „best practice company“ by
the Geman Sustainability Monitor of the German Association for natural goods (Bundesverband
Naturkost Naturwaren.15). Furthermore, Life Food has been nominated for the German sustainability
award and the environment award of the Federal state of Baden-Württemberg 2016.

b) The savings bank of Dornbirn („Dornbirner Sparkasse“, Vorarlberg, Austria)

During 1819, the Austrian savings bank was founded near Vienna with Priest Johann Baptist Weber
as chairman.16 Its initial objective was to make banking accessible to a broader population base.
Weber believed that where there was a savings bank, people would be better off. The Dornbirner
Sparkasse AG was subsequently established as a community bank by the city of Dornbirn in 1867 and
was converted into a stock corporation in 2002. The shares are since owned by a bank entity in
charge of administering the shares (the Dornbirner Anteilsverwaltungsparkasse) and by the city of
Dornbirn. The bank has 14 branches in the province of Vorarlberg. It has approximately 350
employees and has a balance sheet of 2.3 billion euros (2015). At 18.3% (2015), the equity ratio was
well above that of many of the larger business banks.
The Dornbirner Sparkasse has adapted its strategy for 2020 with intensive involvement of its
employees. It takes its values-based thinking and acting of customer orientation as a means to be
close to the people, and as a means of appreciation, openness, trust, determination, courage,
sustainability etc. very seriously. During the process of strategy planning and in the context of the
common good accounting, these values have been deepened and received an even more binding
commitment.
"The fact that the common good balance sheet has now entered the corporate strategy has helped
us to achieve a very significant advance. I also believe that we have worked very hard on further
integrating the common good economy foundations during the establishment of the second
common good balance sheet. "(Head of Corporate Communications).
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Performance and success-orientation as further guiding principles are not an obstacle to a common
good orientation. When we compare the accounts for the fiscal year 2013 with those of 2015, we
observe that the savings bank has made significant progress, for example on three accounts: basic
principles, promotion of ecological behavior, ethical customer relationship and ethical financial
management).
As a result of reverting to the fundamentals of the savings bank in the process of establishing the
common good balance sheet, there was a renaissance of the original values, a re-amplification of the
DNA of the company and the fact that one had gained much support for strengthening the
fundamental orientation of the bank (statement from the chairman of the board).
During the year 2013, the bank's management team together with a large project group of
employees, decided to generate their first common good balance sheet in 2014, as well as their
second in 2016, and they also decided to have them audit and certify externally. The first audit
resulted in a series of recommendations that prompted the Bank to plan and implement relevant
measures. During the audit of October 4, 2016, the core team confirmed that the discussions as well
as the communication of written results regarding the common good balance sheet had triggered a
great deal of action and willingness to implement the findings from the common good balance sheet
in all of them.
"By putting things down in writing, we moved a lot in our minds. And as a result, from my point of
view, we also commited ourselves to further developing ourselves. If we just hold on and do not
develop further, then that does not fit in my view. The simple act of documenting triggers something
in us.“ (core team member).
A significant result of generating the common good balance sheet is that processes of awareness
have been triggered among employees. The understanding of the common good criteria by individual
employees was found to have been increased. In the view of the head of corporate communication:
"Much of the feedback indicated that the employees were really proud of the process. And this
feedback came almost from every team. In addition, in various surveys, the commitment to the
common good and to the balance sheet was explicitly mentioned. This provides employees a better
understanding of themselves and their values. And this is an essential aspect in an industry where it
is becoming increasingly difficult to find good employees. The people, the colleagues, recognize in
generating the balance sheet simply meaning. In other words, this gives your work an additional
meaning and you also feel supported by this sense. And in spite of all the effort to generate the
balance sheet in writing, the process pays off."
As part of generating the common good balance sheet, the bank’s employees were very much
inspired to develop a mobility management plan (C3: ecological behavior of employees in the ECGmatrix). The project involved a total of 50 employees. The basis was a personal analysis according to
the Austrian ecological footprint (http://www.mein-fussabdruck.at/) as well as a mobility survey. The
results from this double "footprint" showed that the employees had an average planetary
consumption of 5.7 gha with a range between 1.4 and 12.1 gha. The average gha consumption in
Austria is 5.31. The result of the survey was also that 31% of the employees still use the car for
commuting to work.
From the results of the mobility analysis, measures were derived to promote ecological behavior. In
2016, a model experiment (project "ecomiles") was modeled on another company in Vorarlberg.
„In order to make it easier for employees to switch from their car to a sustainable means of
transport, the Dornbirner Sparkasse offered e-bikes as part of a hire-purchase contract. (...) There

was a shopping discount for selected bicycle dealers, who are also customers of the Dornbirner
Sparkasse. The bank supported every e-bike purchase with an additional 200.- €.“ (taken from the
common good report of the bank). Meanwhile, employees had changed their mobility behavior.
"Due to the high level of bicycle enthusiasm of the employees, we erected an additional covered
bicycle parking area in the headquarters in 2105." (taken from the bank's common good report)
As far as ethical financial management is concerned (B1 in the ECG-matrix), it inquires about the
extent to which such ethical issues are anchored in the company, with which financial service
providers ethical quality is upheld, and whether common good-orientated assessments as well as
common good-oriented corporate financing is undertaken. The ethical customer relationship (D1 in
the ECG-matrix) includes for example all the measures for the selection of customers according to
ethical considerations.
From the last audit, the assessment policy has been revised in the sense of B1 and D1. The chairman
of the board of management commented:
„When an investment decision was due into higher-yielding assets, we could have quickly failed the
aspirations we had set ourselves. However, by going through the process of establishing the common
good balance sheet, we asked ourselves: do we really want to invest in bank XY with its business
model? Do we want to support this by buying bonds or shares from this bank? The discussion has
since to be conducted from the ethical point of view of the Economy for the Common Good, and no
longer purely from the risk point of view. And this is a huge step for me. Although it would make
sense from a commercial perspective, because stock prices are low, for example, we have decided
not to make decisions solely from a business perspective. We now must add the additional ethical
dimension during decision-making, even if this would lead to the withdrawl from those investment
decisions that would be most interesting from a purely business point of view. We have not had this
discussion with the same intensity in the past.“
As a consequence of this discussion, the Dornbirner Sparkasse has abstained from investing in this
bank. In the view of the chairman of the board of management, a further effect of becoming familiar
with the common good economy in the context of investment policy is that it has sharpened the
bank’s views, because it provides a more open perspective and thereby raises the awareness of the
importance to make decisions that are both commercially appropriate as well as ethical.

